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THE DYNAMO-ELECTKIC CUBEENT IN ITS

[June 3rd,

A Special General Meeting of the Society was held on Thursday
Evening, June 3rd, 1880, at the Institution of Civil Engineers,
25, Great George Street, Westminster—Mr. W. H. PREECE,
President, in the chair.
After the usual formal proceedings,
The PRESIDENT said that it was with very great pleasure that
he called upon Dr. C. W. Siemens to give his paper, for which the
special meeting had been called.
Dr. C. W. SIEMENS, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.: I have to commence
my address with an explanation and also with an. apology; an
explanation to justify myself for not bringing my paper before this
Society when promised. The reason is, that I have lately been
taken ill, and unable to go through the task of reading the paper
or describing experiments and this fact leads me to the apology,
which is, that I am sorry to say I must ask the Secretary to read
the paper to certain points, at which I will reserve for myself
the explanations of the diagrams and apparatus before you.
THE DYNAMO-ELECTRIC CURRENT IN ITS APPLICA.
TION TO METALLURGY, TO HORTICULTURE, AND
TO LOCOMOTION.
By C. WILLIAM

SIEMENS,

D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.

In the inaugural address which I had the honour to deliver to
the Society of Telegraph Engineers on the 23rd January, 1878, I
called special attention to the applicability of the dynamo-electric
current for purposes beyond the range of what electricity had
theretofore been employed in effecting. Among these purposes I
specially referred to the transmission of power, and to the accomplishment of large chemical results, such as the decomposition of
metallic salts, &c.
My object to-day is to corroborate my statement by describing
some further experimental results obtained by means of the
dynamo-electric current, which I hope will prove to be of interest.
So long as the electric current was produced by the decomposition of zinc in a galvanic battery, it was too expensive a form of
energy to do our behests in the way of massive effects, it was
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resorted to principally when energy, in the form of heat or mechanical power, failed to accomplish our ends; and the rapid rate
at which electrical energy passes through a metallic conductor
rendered it the only available means of producing instantaneous
effects at great distances. The dynamo-electric current, on the
other hand, provides us with the means of transforming mechanical
energy into electric energy without much loss, and it enables us
further to accumulate electrical impulses in such a manner as to
produce, mechanical effects measurable not by grains or ounces, but
by pounds and tons of weight lifted through a considerable height.
It is not my present intention to enter into particulars regarding the dynamo-electric machine, but to describe three somewhat
novel applications of it, viz., as a means of effecting the fusion of
refractory materials in considerable quantities in an electric
furnace; in its effects upon horticulture, as a promoter of the
chemical changes by which the plant takes its chief ingredients of
food from, the atmosphere; and as a means of mechanical propulsion, in which the dynamo-electric current enters the list as a
rival of steam, to work either stationary machinery, hoists, or lifts,
or to propel trains along rail or tramways.
ON THE APPLICATION OF TEE DYNAMO-ELECTRIC CUBRENT TO THE
FUSION OF REFEACTORY MATERIALS IN CONSIDERABLE
QUANTITIES.

Amongst the means at our disposal for effecting the fusion of
highly refractory metals, and other substances, none has been
more fully recognised than the oxy-hydrogen blast. The ingenious modification of the same by M. H. Ste.-Claire Deville,
known as the Deville furnace, has been developed and applied for
the fusion of platinum in considerable quantities by Mr. George
Matthey, F.R.S.
The Regenerative Gas Furnace furnishes, however, another
means of attaining extremely high degrees of heat, and this
furnace is now largely used in the arts—among other purposes,
for the production of mild steel. By the application of the open
hearth process; 10 to 15 tons of malleable iron, containing only
traces of carbon or other substances alloyed with it, may be seen
in a perfectly fluid condition upon the open hearth of the furnace,
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at a temperature probably not inferior to the melting point of
platinum. It may be here remarked that the only building
material capable of resisting such heats is a brick composed of
98*5 per cent, of silica, and only 1*5 per cent, of alumina, iron,
and lime, to bind the silica together.
In the Deville furnace, an extreme degree of heat is attained
by the union of pure oxygen with a rich gaseous fuel under the
influence of a blast, whereas in the Siemens furnace it is due to
slow combustion of a poor gas, potentiated, so to speak, by a
process of accumulation through heat stores or regenerators.
The temperature attainable in both furnaces is limited by
the point of complete dissociation of carbonic acid and aqueous
vapour, which, according to Ste.-Claire Deville and Bunsen, may
be estimated at from 2,500° to 2,800° C. But long before this
extreme point has been reached, combustion becomes so sluggish
that the losses of heat by radiation balance the production by
combustion, and thus prevent further increase of temperature.
It is to the electric arc, therefore, that we must look for the
attainment of a temperature exceeding the point of dissociation of
products of combustion, and indeed evidence is not wanting to
prove the early application of the electric arc to produce effects
due to extreme elevation of temperature. As early as the year
1807, Sir Humphrey Davy succeeded in decomposing potash by
means of an electric current from a Wollaston battery of 400
elements; and in 1810 the same philosopher surprised the
members of the Royal Institution by the brilliancy of the electric
arc produced between carbon points through the same agency.
Magneto-electric and dynamo-electric currents enable us to
produce the electric arc more readily and economically than was
the case at the time of Sir Humphrey Davy, and this comparatively new method has been taken advantage of by Messrs.
Huggins, Lockyer, and other physicists, to advance astronomical
and chemical research with the aid of spectrum analysis. Professor
Dewar quite recently, in experimenting with * the dynamo-electric
current, has shown that in his lime tube or crucible several of the
metals assume the gaseous condition, as demonstrated by the reversal of the lines in his spectrum, thus proving that the temperature attained was not much inferior to that of the sun.
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My present object is to show that the electrie arc is not onlycapable of producing a very high temperature within a focus or
extremely contracted space, but also such larger effects, with com.
paratively moderate expenditure of energy, as will render it useful
in the arts for fusing platinum, iridium, steel, or iron, or for
effecting such reactions or decompositions as require for their
accomplishment an intense degree of heat, coupled with freedom
from such disturbing influences as are inseparable from a furnace
worked by the combustion of carbonaceous material.
The apparatus which I employ to effect the electro-fusion of
such material as iron or platinum is represented in the accompanying drawing, fig. 1. (This diagram was explained in full
detail to the meeting.) It consists of an ordinary crucible of
plumbago or other highly refractory material, placed in a metallic
jacket or outer casing, the intervening space being filled up with
pounded charcoal or other bad conductor of heat. A hole is
pierced through the bottom of the crucible for the admission of a
rod of iron, platinum, or dense carbon, such as is used in electric
illumination. The cover of the crucible is also pierced for the
reception of the negative electrode, by preference a cylinder of
compressed carbon of comparatively large dimensions. At one
end of a beam supported at its centre is suspended the negative
electrode by means of a strip of copper, or other good conductor of
electricity, the other end of the beam being attached to a hollow
cylinder of soft iron free to move vertically within a solenoid coil
of wire, presenting a total resistance of about 50 units or ohms.
By means of a sliding weight the preponderance of the beam
in the direction of the solenoid can be varied so as to balance
the magnetic force with which the hollow iron cylinder is drawn
into the coil. One end of the solenoid coil is connected with the
positive, and the other with the negative pole of the electric arc,
and, being a coil of high resistance, its attractive force on the
iron cylinder is proportional to the electro-motive force between
the two electrodes, or, in other words, to the electrical resistance
of the arc itself.
The resistance of the arc was determined and fixed at will
within the limits of the source of power, by sliding the weight
upon the beam. If the resistance of the arc should increase from
VOL. IX.

X
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any cause, the current passing through the solenoid would gain in
strength, and the magnetic force overcoming the counteracting
weight, would cause the negative electrode to descend deeper into
the crucible ; whereas, if the resistance of the arc should fall below
the desired limit, the weight would drive back the iron cylindej
within the coils, and the length of the arc would increase, until
the balance between the for'ces engaged had been re-established.
Experiments with long solenoid coils have shown that the
attractive force exerted upon the iron cylinder is subject only to
slight variation within a range of several inches, that is, within
the limits when the iron cylinder has just entered the coil, and
when it has advanced a little beyond the point of half immersion,
which circumstance allows of a range of several inches of nearly
uniform action on the electric arc. The accompanying diagram,
fig. 2, represents the attractive force of a solenoid coil of this
description upon its iron core, the abscissae representing the depth
of immersion of the uppermost end of the iron in the coil in
centimetres, and the ordinates the attractive force in grams.
This automatic adjustment of the arc is of great importance to
the attainment of advantageous results in the process of electric
fusion ; without it the resistance of the arc would rapidly diminish
with increase of temperature of the heated atmosphere within the
crucible, and heat would be developed in the dynamo-electric
machine to the prejudice of the electric furnace. The sudden
sinking or change in electrical resistance of the material undergoing fusion would, on the other hand, cause sudden increase in
the resistance of the arc, with a likelihood of its extinction, if such
self adjusting action did not take place.
Another important element of success in electric fusion consists
in constituting the material to be fused the positive pole of the
electric arc. It is well known that it is at the positive pole, that
the heat is principally, developed, and fusion of the material constituting the positive pole takes place even before the crucible
itself is heated up to the same degree. This principle of action
is of course applicable only to the melting of metals and other
electrical conductors, such as metallic oxides, which constitute the
materials generally operated upon in metallurgical processes. In
operating upon n on-conductive earth or upon gases, it becomes
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necessary to provide a non-destructible positive pole, such as platinum or iridium, which may, however, undergo fusion, and form a
little pool at the bottom of the crucible.
In this electrical furnace some time, of course, is occupied to
bring the temperature of the crucible itself up to a considerable
degree, but it is surprising' how rapidly an accumulation of heat
takes place. In working with the modified medium-sized dynamo
machine, capable of producing 36 webers of current with an
expenditure of 4 horse-power, and which, if used for illuminating
purposes, produces a light equal to 6,000 candles, I find that a
crucible of about 20 centimetres in depth, immersed in a nonconductive material, is raised up to a white heat in less than
a quarter of an hour, and the fusion of 1 kilogram of steel is
effected within say, another quarter of an hour, successive fusions
being made in somewhat diminishing intervals of time. It is quite
feasible to carry on this process upon a still larger scale by
increasing the power of the dynamo-electric machine and the size
of the crucibles. (These remarks were illustrated by an actual
arrangement on the plan described, and 1 lb. weight of broken
files, which were placed in a crucible through which a dynamocurrent of about 70 webers was passed, was brought to a liquid
state in thirteen minutes, and poured out of the crucible in that
condition.)
By the use of a pole of dense carbon, the otherwise purely
chemical reaction intended to be carried into effect may be
interfered with through the detachment of particles of carbon, from
the same ; and although the consumption of the negative pole in a
neutral atmosphere is exceedingly slow, it may become necessary to
substitute for the same a negative pole so constituted as not to yield
any substance to the arc. I have used for this purpose (as also in
the construction of electric lamps) a water pole, or tube of copper,
through which a cooling current of water is made to circulate.
It consists simply of a stout copper cylinder closed at the lower
end, having an inner tube penetrating to near the bottom for the
passage of a current of water into the cylinder, which water enters
and is discharged by means of flexible india-rubber tubing. This
tubing being of non-conductive material, and of small sectional
area, the escape of current from the pole to the reservoir is so
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slight that it may be entirely neglected. On the other hand,
some loss of heat is incurred through conduction in the use of the
water pole, but this loss diminishes with the increasing heat of the
furnace, inasmuch as the arc becomes longer, and the pole is
retired more and more into the crucible cover.
The dynamo.electric machine consuming 4#25 horse-power,
or 3*17 ergtens, per second, will send a current of 40*5 webers
through 1 unit electrical resistance ; replacing the resistance by an
arc maintained by the balance-weight constantly at 37'8 volts
electro-motive force, the same current will flow.
Neglecting the connecting wires, there will be developed in the
arc an energy of
1,531*2 x 107 ergs, per second = 9,187*2 x 108 ergs, per minute,
or 1,378*1 x 1010 ergs, per 15 minutes = 328 x 104 gram water
degree units of heat.
Assuming steel to have the same specific heat as iron, viz.,
at t° =
0*1040 x 0-000144 i°,
and that the melting point of steel is 1800° C, then 4205 units
of heat will be expended in raising the steel to this temperature ;
and assuming the latent heat of fusion of steel at 29*5 units (silver
is 21, and zinc 28), there are roughly 450 units required to melt a
gram of steel, and 225,000 to melt half a kilogram, that is about
§• of the heat generated in the crucible, and ^ of the horse-power
actually expended. A good expansive condensing steam engine
converts the heat energy residing in coal into mechanical energy,
with a loss of over eighty per cent., or, in other words, £ only
of the 7,000 units residing in a gram of ordinary coal is represented
as work in the engine. It hence follows that the useful effect
attainable in the electric furnace is ^ x ^ = ^ of the heat energy
residing in the fuel consumed under the boiler of the engine.
To melt a gram of steel in the electric furnace takes, therefore,
450x18 = 8,100 units, which is within a fraction the heat
actually contained in a gram of pure carbon. It results from this
calculation that, through the use of the dynamo-electric machine,
worked by a steam engine, when considered theoretically, one
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pound of coal is capable of melting nearly one pound of mild
steel. To melt a ton of steel in crucibles in the ordinary air
furnace used at Sheffield, from 1\ to 3 tons of best Durham coke
are consumed, the same effect is produced with one ton of coal
when the crucibles are heated in the Regenerative Gas Furnace,
whilst to produce mild steel in large masses on the open hearth
of this furnace, 12 cwt. of coal suffice to produce one ton of steel.
The electric furnace may be therefore considered as being more
economical than the ordinary air furnace, and would, barring
some incidental losses not included in the calculation, be as regards
economy of fuel nearly equal to the Regenerative Gas Furnace.
It has, however, the following advantages in its favour :— 1st.
That the degree of temperature attainable is theoretically unlimited.
2nd. That fusion is effected in a perfectly neutral atmosphere. 3rd.
That the operation can be carried on in a laboratory without much
preparation, and under the eye of the operator. 4th. That the
limit of heat practically attainable with the use of ordinary refractory materials is very high, because in the electric furnace the
fusing material is at a higher temperature than the crucible,
whereas in ordinary fusion the temperature of the crucible exceeds
that of the material fused within it.
Without wishing to pretend that the electric furnace here represented is in a condition to supersede other furnaces for ordinary
purposes,, the advantages above indicated will make it a useful
agent, I believe, for carrying on chemical reactions of various kinds
at temperatures and under conditions which it has hitherto been
impossible to secure. (A second charge of steel was now put into
the crucible, and was poured out in a molten state at the end of
eight minutes.)
THE EFFECT OF DYNAMO-ELECTRIC ENERGY UPON HORTICULTURE,
AS A PROMOTER OF THE CHEMICAL CHANGES BY WHICH THE
PLANT TAKES ITS CHIEF INGREDIENTS OF FOOD FROM THE
ATMOSPHERE.

A consideration of the extremely elevated temperature of, and
of the effects produced in experimenting with, powerful electric
arcs, such as causing blistering of the skin and a feeling akin to
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sunstroke in the incautious observer, has led me to reflect whether
the action of the arc was not analogous to that of the sun in its
effect also upon vegetable life. The solar ray, in falling upon the
leaf of a plant, not only produces the colouring matter called
chlorophyll, but effects within the vegetable cell decomposition of
the carbonic acid and aqueous vapour absorbed from the atmosphere for the formation of starch and woody fibre.
I mentioned my views on this subject to several botanists,
from whom I received some encouragement to put the question to
practical test, which I accordingly did, commencing in the early
portion of the present year, at my country residence, of Sherwood,
near Tunbridge Wells.
The apparatus I use consists:—1st, of a vertical Siemens
dynamo-machine, weighing 50 kilograms, with a resistance of 0*717
unit on the electro-magnets. This machine makes 1,000 revolutions a
minute; it takes two horse-power to drive it, and develops a
current of from 25 to 27 webers of an intensity of 70 volts. 2. A
regulator or lamp, constructed for continuous currents, with two
carbon electrodes of 12 mm. and 10 mm. diameter respectively.
The light produced is equal to 1,400 candles. 3. A three horsepower Otto gas engine as motor.
My object was to ascertain by experiment whether electric

light affected the growth of plants. For this purpose I placed in the
open air a regulator contained in a lamp having a metallic reflector,
about 2 metres above the roof of a sunk melon house. Several
pots were provided, and planted with quick-growing seeds and
plants, such as mustard, carrots, melons, etc. The plants were
arranged to be brought at suitable intervals, without moving them,
under the influence of daylight and electric light, both falling upon
them at approximately the same angle. The pots were divided
into four groups or series. One group was kept entirely in the
dark, another was exposed to the influence of electric light only,
the third to the influence of daylight only, and the fourth was
exposed successively to both day and electric light.
In this first trial the electric light was supplied during six
hours, from 5 to 11 each evening, the plants being left in darkness
the rest of the night, but in experiments hereafter to be referred
to, the electric light was kept on during the whole night.
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In every instance the differences of effect were unmistakable.
The plants kept in the dark were pale yellow, thin in the stalk,
and soon died. Those exposed to electric-light only, showed a light
green leaf, and had sufficient vigour to survive. Those exposed to
daylight only were of a darker colour and greater vigour. Those
exposed to both sources of light evinced a decided superiority in
vigour over the rest, and the colour of the leaf was a dark rich
green.
It must be remembered that in this trial of electric against
solar light, the period of exposure was in favour of the latter in
the proportion of nearly 2 to 1, but after making every allowance,
the average daylight in these latitudes in. the early portion of
the year appears to have about twice the effect of electric light.
It was evident, however, that the electric arc was not so placed
as to give out its light to the greatest advantage. The nights
were cold, and the plants under experiment were for the most
part of a character to require a hot moist atmosphere; the glass
thus became covered very thickly with moisture, obstructing
thereby the action of the light, besides which the electric light
had to traverse the glass of its own lamp. Notwithstanding these
drawbacks, the electric light clearly formed chlorophyll and its
derivatives in the plants. But it was, besides, interesting to
observe the mechanical action that took place, for the mustard
seed stem, when placed obliquely, turned completely towards the
light in the course of two or three hours, and the stems of
cucumber and melon plants also did so, though more slowly.. The
cucumber and melon plants which have been exposed to both day
and electric light have made great progress, and my gardener tells
me that he could not have brought on the latter without the aid
of the electric light during the early winter. These preliminary
trials go to prove that electric light can be called to the aid of
solar light by using it outside of green houses, but the loss of
effect in such cases is considerable.
I next directed my observations to the effect of electric light
upon plants, when both were placed in the same enclosure. A
portion of the melon-house already referred to was completely
darkened with a covering of thick matting, and was whitewashed
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inside. The electric lamp was placed over the entrance door, and
shelves were arranged in a horse-shoe form, with pots containing
the plants to be experimented upon, the plants being placed at
distances from the source of light varying from 0*5 metre to 2*3
metres. The first time the naked electric light was tried in this
manner, some of the plants, and especially some melon and cucumber plants, from 20 cm. to 40 cm. in height, less than a metre
distance from the lamp, suffered, the leaves nearest the lamp
turning up at the edges, and presenting a scorched appearance.
In the later experiments the stands were so arranged that the
distance of the plants from the light was from 1*5 to 2*3 metres.
The plants were divided into three groups ; cne group was exposed
only to daylight, a second group received only electric light during
eleven hours of the night, being in darkness during the day, and the
third group had the benefit of 11 hours day and 11 hours electric
light. These experiments were continued during four consecutive
days and nights, and the results a're very striking and decisive as
regards the effect upon such quick growing plants as mustard,
carrots, &c. The trial was unsatisfactory in this one respect, that
during the third night the gas-engine working the dynamo machine
came to a stand-still, owing to a stoppage in one of the gas
channels, and the electric light was only applied half the night.
Notwithstanding this drawback the plants were evidently benefited
by the electric light. The plants that had only been exposed to
daylight (with a fair proportion of sunlight) presented the usual
healthy green appearance; those exposed to electric light alone
were of a somewhat lighter hue than those exposed to daylight,
except in one instance when the reverse was the case; while the
plants that had the benefit of both day and electric light far surpassed the others in darkness of green and general vigour. A fear
had been expressed that the melon and cucumber places which
had been scorched by the electric light on the first evening would
droop or die under continued exposure to that agency, but they
were replaced at a distance from the light exceeding 2 metres, and
they have all shown signs of recovery. A pot of tulip buds was
placed in this electric stove, and the flowers opened completely
after an exposure of two hours.
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Another object I had in view in this experiment was to observe
whether the plants were injured by carbonic acid, and the nitrogenous compounds observed by Professor Dewar to be produced
within the electric arc. All continuous access of air into the stove
was stopped, and in order to prevent excessive accumulation of
heat, the stove pipes were thickly covered over with matting and
wet leaves. But although the access of stove heat was thus
stopped, the temperature of the house continued through the
night at 72° F., proving that the electric light furnished not only
light, but sufficient heat also. No injurious effect was observed
on the plants from the want of ventilation, and it is probable that
the supply of carbonic acid given off by the complete combustion
of the carbon electrodes at high temperature, and under the
influence of an excess of oxygen, sustained their vital functions.
If nitrogenous compounds were produced in large quantitiess it is
likely the plants would have been injured; but they could not be
perceived by their smell in the stove, when all ventilators were
closed, and no injurious effects on the plants have been observed.
These experiments are instructive in proving that electric light
alone promotes vegetation, and the important fact that diurnal
repose is unnecessary to plant life, although the experiments have
perhaps not lasted long enough to furnish that proof absolutely.
We may argue, however, from analogy, that such repose is not
necessary, as crops grow and ripen very quickly in northern
latitudes, where the summer is only two months in length, during
which period the sun is almost altogether above the horizon.
I next removed the electric light into a palm house constructed
of framed glass (86 m. x 14f4m. x 4*42 m.) In its centre, a
banana palm and a few other small palms are planted, whilst a
considerable variety of flowering plants are placed around the
interior. The electric light was placed at the south corner of the
house, as high as practicable, that its rays might fall upon the
plants in the same direction and at the same angle as those of
the sun during the middle of the day. A metallic reflector was
placed behind the lamp, so as to utilise all the rays as far as
possible. Some young vines are planted along the eastern
side of the house. Three pots of nectarines just on the
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bud were placed on the floor at different distances from the
light, and also some roses, geraniums, orchids, etc. The temperature of the house was maintained at 65° F., and the electric
lamp was kept alight from 5 p.m. to 6 a.m. for one week, from
February 18th to February 24th, excepting Sunday night. The
period of the trial was hardly sufficient to produce very striking
effects, but the plants remained healthy. The vine nearest the
light made most progress, and the same statement could be
made regarding the nectarines and roses. Other plants, such as
geraniums, continued to exhibit- a vigorous appearance, and the
electric light appeared to impart the -vitality necessary to prevent
the plants being injured through excessive temperature. This
experiment is important in showing that the electric light, when
put into conservatories, improves the appearance and growth of
the plants—the leaves become darker, the plants more vigorous,
and the colouring of the flowers brighter; but a further period of
time is necessary to establish this observation absolutely. The
effects produced by electric light in conservatories are very
striking, owing to the clearer definition of form and colour due
thereto.
I decided in the next place to try the effect of the electric light
upon plants in the open air and under glass at the same time. The
regulator was returned to its first position, two metres above the
ground, with a sunken melon house on the one side, and a sunken
house containing roses, lilies, strawberries, and a variety of other
plants on the other. Upon the ground between these were placed
boxes sown with early vegetables, and protecting walls were erected
across the openings of the passage between the two houses, in order
to protect the plants from cold winds. The effects could thus be
simultaneously observed upon the melons and cucumbers in the
one house, upon the roses, strawberries, etc., at a lower tempera,
ture, in the other, and upon the early vegetables unprovided with
covering.
That growth was promoted under all these varying circumstances I proved clearly, by shading a portion of the plants both
under glass and in the open air from the electric light, without
removing them from their position of equal temperature, and ex-
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posing them to solar light during day time. Uponfloweringplants
the effects are very striking, and the electric light is apparently
more efficacious to bring them forward than daylight in winter.
Although the quantity of heat given off by the electric light is not so
great in amount as that from burning gas, yet the heat rays from
the arc counteract that loss of heat from the leaves by radiation
into space, which causes hoar frost on a clear night. An experiment
made during a night of hoar frost clearly proved that although the
temperature on the ground did not differ materially within the
range of the electric light and beyond it, the radiant effect of the
light was such as to prevent frost entirely within its range. For this
reason I anticipate the useful application of electric light in front of
fruit walls, in orchards, and in kitchen gardens, to save the fruit
bud at the time of setting.
Considering the evident power of the electric light to form
chlorophyll, there seemed reason to suppose that its action would
also in the case of ripening fruit resemble that of the sun, and that
saccharine matter, and more especially the aromatic constituents,
would be produced. To test this opinion practically, several plants
of early strawberries in pots were placed, as in the last experiment,
in two groups, the one being subjected to daylight only, and the
other to solar light during the day and to electric light at night.
Both groups were placed under glass, at temperatures varying from
65° to 70° F., those that received daylight only being shielded from
the effect of the electric light.
At the commencement of the experiment the strawberry plants
were partly setting fruit, and partly in bloom. After a week the
fruit on the plants exposed to electric light had swelled very much
more than that on the others, some of the berries showing signs of
ripening. The experiment was interrupted for two nights at this
stage, and when the electric light was resumed, very rapid progress
was observable; and after four days continuous exposure to both
day and electric light, the majority of the berries had become ripe,
and showed a rich red colour, while the fruit on the plants that
had been exposed to daylight only, scarcely showed even a sign of
redness.
Melons that have been brought forward with the aid of the
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electric light also clearly prove its advantageous effects in promoting
the setting of fruit, the process of ripening, and the production
of aroma.
These experiments go to prove that electric light is efficacious
in promoting the formation of fruit rich in hloom and aroma, and
if these results should be confirmed, the horticulturist will be able
to make himself practically independent of solar light for producing
a high quality of fruit at all seasons of the year.
Although I have shown that a maximum beneficial result on
vegetation is produced at a distance of 2 metres with a lamp of
1,400 candle power, the influence is very marked upon plants at
greater distances. This action at a distance was proved by the
condition of three melon plants situated towards the back of the
house, which throve remarkably well for about a fortnight that the
electric light was in front of the house, at a distance of from 5 to 6
metres from the plants. After the electric light was removed in
front of tbe other end of the same house, and the plants in question
were deprived of its influence, they continued their growth, but
have shown a very decided falling-off in vigour.
An important consideration is the cost of electro-horticulture.
This depends upon the cost of the fuel or other source of energy,
and upon the scale of application. To work one electric lamp only
with a small steam or gas engine is expensive, both as regards fuel
and cost of attendance. If steam has to be resorted to, it is important to employ an engine of sufficient size to produce economical
results per horse-power of energy expended, and the electric arc
should be of sufficient brilliancy to give a good effect for the power
employed. Experience in electric illumination has established a
form and size of machine both convenient and suitable for the
attainment of economical results, viz., the medium dynamo-electric
machine, which, if applied to a suitable regulator, produces fully
6,000 candle-power of diffused light with an expenditure of 4 horsepower. The experiments already referred to show that the most
efficient height at which to place the naked electric arc of 1,400
candle-power is about 2 metres. By using a metallic reflector,
the major portion of the upward rays may be thrown down upon
the surface to be illuminated, and that height may be taken at
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3 metres. If an electric arc of 6,000 candles was employed, the
height would be /IAQQ

X

3 = 6*2 metres, at which such an

electric light should be fixed. In operating upon an extended
surface, several lamps should be so placed as to make the effect
over it tolerably uniform. This would be so if the radiating
centres were placed at distances apart equal to double their height
above the ground; for a square foot of surface midway between
them would receive from each centre one-half the number of
rays falling upon such a surface immediately below a centre. A
plant at the intermediate point would, however, have the advantage of presenting a larger leaf surface to both sources of light;
and to compensate for this advantage, the light centres may be
placed yet further apart, say at distances equal to 3 times their
elevation, or 18 metres. Nine lights so placed would suffice for
an area 54 metres square, or about f acre. If a high fruit wall
were to enclose this space, this will also get the full benefit
of electric radiation, and would serve at the same time to protect
the plants from winds. By subdividing the area under forced
cultivation by vertical partitions of glass, as has been done with
excellent results by Sir William Armstrong, protection is insured
against injury from this latter cause.
There would be required to maintain this radiant action a
9 x 4 = 36 horse-power engine, involving the consumption of
3 6 x 2 £ = 90 pounds of fuel per hour, which, for a night of 12
hours, with 40 pounds for getting up steam, amounts to half-a-ton,
costing, at 16s. a ton, 8s. a-night. This does not include, however, the cost of carbons, or of an attendant, which would probably
• amount to as much more, making a total of 16s. If, however,
an engine could be utilised doing other descriptions of work during
the day, the cost of steam power and attendance for the night work
only would be considerably reduced.
I have assumed in the calculation just given the use of fuel to
produce mechanical energy, but the question will assume a totally
different aspect if natural sources of power, such as waterfalls,
can be rendered available within a short distance. The cost of
power will in such case be almost entirely saved, and that of
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attendance greatly diminished, arid it seems probable that under
such circumstances electro-horticulture may be carried out with
considerable advantage.
In reply to questions that have been frequently asked regarding
the cost of maintaining an experimental electric light of 1,400
candle-power, such as I have used in these experiments, I may
state that the 3 horse-power Otto gas engine employed in driving
the dynamo machine consumes nearly 900 cubic feet of gas during
the night of twelve hours, or 75 cubic feet an hour, which, at
3s. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet, represents with the carbons a cost of
5d. an hour. This, however, does not include superintendence or
incidental expenses, the amount of which must depend upon the
circumstances of each case.
•
The experiments furnish proof that no particular skill is
required in the management of the electrical apparatus, as the
gas engine, dynamo machine, and regulator have been under the
sole management of my head gardener, Mr. D. Buchanan, and of
his son, an assistant gardener. The regulator only requires the
replacement of carbons every four or five hours, which period may
easily be extended to twelve hours, by a slight modification of
the lamp.
I am led to the following conclusions as the result of my
experiments:—
1. That electric light is both efficacious in producing chlorophyll in the leaves of plants and in promoting growth.
2. That a light-centre equal to 1,400 candles, placed at a
distance of two metres from growing plants, appears to be equal
in effect to average daylight in February, but more economical
effects can be attained by more powerful light-centres.
3. That carbonic acid, and the nitrogenous compounds generated
in diminutive quantities in the electric arc produce no sensible
deleterious effects upon plants enclosed in the same space.
4. That plants do not appear to require a period of rest during
the 24 hours of the day, but make increased and vigorous progress
if subjected during daytime to sunlight and during the night to
electric light.
5. That the radiation of heat from powerful electric arcs can
be made available to counteract the effect of night frost.
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6. That while under the influence of electric light, plants can
sustain increased stove heat without collapsing, a circumstance
favourable to forcing by electric light.
7. That the light is efficacious in hastening the development
of flowers and of fruit; the flowers produced by its aid are
remarkable for intense colouring, and the fruit both for bloom
and aroma, without apparent augmentation of the saccharine
constituents.
8. That the expense of electro-horticulture depends mainly
upon the cost of mechanical energy, and is very moderate when
natural sources of such energy, as waterfalls, can be made available.
Some observations made by Dr. Schiibeler, of Christiania, to
which my attention has been drawn, fully confirm the conclusion
indicated by my experiments with electric light. According to
Dr. Schiibeler, plants are able to grow continuously; and when
under the influence of continuous light, they develop more
brilliant flowers and larger and more aromatic fruit than when
under the alternating influence of light and darkness.
The useful influence of the electric light in horticulture having
been thus established, I have taken steps to test the principle upon
a working scale. Natural sources, such as water power, not being
available, I have had to resort to steam as the motive agent.
With this object I have laid down a 6 horse-power horizontal
engine, by Tangye Brothers, and a Cornish boiler, fitted with
2 Galloway tubes in the flue, close to the conservatories at
Sherwood, and at a distance of somewhat less than a quarterof-a-mile from the farm buildings. The power of this engine
is sufficient to give motion to two dynamo machines, capable
of producing 12,000 candle-power of light. The steam, after doinoits work in the engine, will be made available as a heating agent
for the hot-houses; but it having been found undesirable to pass such
steam directly into the pipes leading to the houses, an intermediate
tubular heater is used to effect the condensation of the steam, and
to communicate its latent heat to the water circulating throuo-h
the ranges of pipes in the usual manner. The fires now necessary
to maintain the' heat of the circulating pipes are suppressed, and
that below the steam boiler substituted, which, admitting of an
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arrangement more suitable for economical results, will, it is
expected, require little or no additional expenditure of fuel beyond
what has hitherto been necessary to work the stoves. The power
required for the electric light can therefore, under the peculiar
circumstances of the case, be obtained at a comparatively low cost
during the time the electric light is needed. The stoves, however,
will require firing during the daytime; and in order to utilise the
engine power when not required for electric lighting, arrangements
will be made so that the machines for chaff and turnip cutting at
the farm, and also some wood-cutting machinery, shall be worked
by electric transmission of power, the current being derived from
the same dynamo.electric machine which works the electric light
during the night. By means of these arrangements the subject of
electro-horticulture will be put during the ensuing winter to the
test, not only of what can be accomplished by its aid, but as to the
cost at which those effects may be obtained.
A question of considerable interest connected with this subject
is that of determining which portion of the rays constituting white
light is efficacious in producing chlorophyll, starch, and woody
fibre, and which in effecting the ripening of fruit. For this purpose
arrangements are in preparation to distribute the spectrum of a
powerful electric light in a darkened chamber over a series of similar
plants exposed seriatim to the actinic, light-giving, and thermal
portions of the spectrum. Some experiments have been made with
solar light in this direction, but no very conclusive results could be
obtained, because the short periods of time during which the solar
spectrum can be maintained steadily in the same place is so short
that the effects produced upon vegetation have not been of a sufficiently decided character; whereas, with the aid of electric light,
the same spectrum may be kept on steadily for a series of days
without intermission.
For this purpose, and for electro-horticulture generally, it is
important to employ a lamp with its focus unchangeable in space,
and without obstruction to the rays of light falling downward. The
lamp which I have designed for this purpose, and which has already
been referred to in the paper read before the Society by Mr.
Alexander Siemens, is represented in the accompanying drawing.
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The principal point of novelty involved in it consists in the
mode of advancing the carbons, which, instead of being effected by
clockwork (as bas been the case hitherto in constructing regulators),
is effected simply by the force of gravity, or by spring power urgiDg
the* carbons forward towards the point of meeting, in which forward
motion each carbon is checked by a metallic abutment, in the form
of a point or edge of copper or other metal of high conductivity, the
exact position of which can be regulated by a screw.
This metallic ridge touches the carbons laterally, at a distance of
10 to 15 millimetres from the luminous point, where the temperature of the carbon is sufficient to cause its gradual decomposition
in contact with the atmosphere, without being high enough to fuse
or injure the metal.
In the lamp before you, represented in fig. 3, the carbons
are contained in horizontal holders, suspended from the lamp
frame by means of four suspension rods: a solenoid coil is
placed vertically above the point of light, the iron core of
which is connected to the suspension rods on either side by
means of rods, whereby horizontal motion is applied to the
metallic carbon-holders, tending to separate them when the
current flowing through the solenoid coil diminishes, and approaching the carbons when the current passing through the coil increases ;
the effect is, that an increased resistance in the electric arc causes
a shortening, and a decrease, a lengthening of the arc itself. In
order to steady the action of this regulator, the iron core carries a
piston, working freely up and down in a vertical cylinder, having a
throttled aperture for the ingress and egress of atmospheric air
above the piston. The two metallic holders are put into conductive
connection with the two wires leading up from the dynamo-electric
machine, and the regulating solenoid coil is connected to the two
holders respectively, so that the current active in this coil is always
proportionate to the potential between the two electrodes, which
by this arrangement is made practically constant. If this lamp is
worked by alternating currents, the two carbons are made equal in
diameter; but if worked by a continuous current, the carbon
connected with the positive pole should be made larger than the
one connected with the negative pole, in the ratio of about 3 : 2.
VOL. IX.

Y
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Instead of the solenoid regulator, the steel tape regulator may
be employed, which I described in a paper read before the Koyal
Society on the 16th January, 1879, in reference to certain means
of measuring and regulating electric currents. This thin strip
or wire is in metallic connection at one end with one of .the
suspension rods connected with the positive pole, and at the other
with one of the suspension rods connected with the negative pole,
being led up and down over pullies in order to produce a total
resistance of from 20 to 30 ohms. The tension on this wire
produced by balance weights prevents the carbon points from
coming into contact with each other. Whenever the current is
turned on, the iron strip becomes heated and elongates, allowing
the carbons to approach each other. From the moment they
touch the arc is formed, causing less current to pass through the
iron strip or by pass, which consequently contracts on cooling, and
causes the carbon poles to separate, thus effecting the proper
regulation of the arc.
In its application to horticulture, a metallic parabolic reflector
of considerable diameter is placed over the luminous centre, in
order to reflect downwards all the rays of light and heat which
would otherwise pass upward, an arrangement which may be
advantageously carried out in these lamps as used for illumination
when placed at a considerable elevation above the ground.
The horizontal carbon-holders may be made of considerable
length, and one rod of carbon may be made .to follow up the
preceding one, in order to obtain a continuous action of the lamp;
it is necessary, however, to join the one carbon to the succeeding
one, by drilling the ends and introducing a. short piece of steel
connecting-wire between the two. The metallic connection
between the carbon and the carbon-holder is effected by contact
springs and levers, the latter of which may be so arranged that,
when through some mistake carbons have not been supplied to a
lamp at the proper time, the contact lever in tipping up, shortcircuits the working current, causing the extinguishment of the
lamp, without stopping the working of other lamps within the
same electrical circuit.
Further experiments have shown that the colour offlowersar.d
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fruit subjected to continued electric light is much intensified.- We
have been able to bring strawberries to ripeness by means of the
electric light fully a. fortnight before the usual time, such fruit
being remarkable for its colour and. aromatic flavour. But it
seems that the formation of sugar is not dependent upon this
continuous light,.and,I might almost suggest the idea that the
formation of sugar is the very last action that goes on in fruit:
after the fruit has formed, developed,, and .acquired its aromatic
qualities, then the formation of. sugar seems to step in, as though
it were the first stage of decay. Several.botanists of high standing
(Professor Cohen, of Leipzig, and ; others) have expressed the
opinion that the growth of plants takes place chiefly at night;
and there seems to be no doubt that during the night delicate
and quick.growing plants, such as cucumbers and melons, make
very considerable progress. But in that case they remain thin
and yellow, whereas with continuous light they make less progress
in length, but develop more in colour, in breadth, and in vigour;
so that the truth may lie between the two views—that, for most
rapid growth, intermittent light.and.darkness may be. necessary,
but that for vigorous development, and fon the.formation of fruit,
it is not desirable.
The experiments now in • preparation will perhaps. settle- some
of these points, and will further show what can be done in this
direction from a practical point, of view.
•*..••
Is it possible to ..make use of electric, aid for-growing plants
and. developing fruit-that could be brought to the marke;t? This
is a mixed question., It depends, in the first place,-upon the
ampunt of (effect that can be produced, and, in the second; place,
upon the cost. My opinion is, that the result of experiments on
a large scale will come out favourably as regards its application
to high-class horticulture. By working a steam engine> and using
the waste steam to ;heat the water that circulates through tjhe
stoves, I believe that there will be. very little extra consumption
of fuel; and if that view be, realised, the (.expense of the electric
light will not.be great.at all,and the steam engine could •• be-used
in. the daytime for various'other ordinary useful purposes.
Then with regard to ]the spectrum :experiinentsV >It is an/open
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question which portion of solar light is really efficacious in forming
chlorophyll, and which in promoting growth and in producing
starch and fibrous matter. The difficulty in experimenting with
solar light is obvious. Since the days of Joshua the sun has not
been standing still, and the power of making it do so is beyond
the skill of botanists, hence the difficulty of obtaining a standing
spectrum by which to notice sensible effects produced from any
portion of it. In this respect the electric light has every advantage, for, by placing an electric lamp in focus to produce a
permanent spectrum, series of plants can be placed in different
portions of it, and the various results noted for any required
period.
ON THE APPLICATION OF THE DYNAMO-ELECTRIC CURRENT TO
LOCOMOTION.

I have frequently before this taken occasion to refer to the
electric transmission of mechanical energy, and it is not my
intention to revert to this subject generally, but to confine myself
to an application for the propulsion of carriages along a railway,
which has recently been carried into effect by my brother, Dr.
Werner Siemens.
On the occasion of a local exhibition held in Berlin a year ago,
a narrow gauge railway was laid down in a circle 900 yards long.
Upon this railway a train of 3 or 4 carriages was placed, and
upon the first carriage a medium-sized dynamo.electric machine so
fixed and connected with the axle of one pair of wheels as to give
motion to the same. The two rails, being laid upon wooden
sleepers, were sufficiently insulated to serve for electric conductors.
Between the two rails a bar of iron was fixed on wooden supports,
through which the current was conveyed to the train by means of
metallic brushes fixed to the driving carriage, while the return
circuit was completed through the rails themselves. At the
station the centre bar and two rails were connected electrically
with the poles of a dynamo-electric machine similar in every way
to the machine on the carriage, and which received motion from
one of the engines on the ground. "• (A diagram was exhibited and
explained, showing the arrangement, Dr. Siemens saying that he
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was indebted to Mr. Shoolbred for it, who had prepared it for his
own" purposes.)
Between twenty and thirty persons could be accommodated on
the carriages composing this train, the conductor riding on the first
carriage, to which the form of a small locomotive engine has been
given. Instead of the steam valve used in the latter, this engine
is fitted with a commutator, by moving which the stopping,
starting, and reversing of the engine can be effected.
It is a remarkable circumstance in favour of the electric
transmission of power, that while the motion of the electro,
magnetic or power receiving machine is small, its potential of
force is at its maximum, and it is owing to this favourable
circumstance that the electric train starts with a remarkable
degree of energy. With the increase of motion' the accelerating power diminishes until it comes to zero, when the velocity
of the magneto or driven machine becomes equal to that of
the dynamo or current-producing machine. Between the two
limits of rest and maximum velocity the driving power regulates
itself according to the velocity of the train; thus, on an ascending
gradient the speed of the train diminishes, but the same effect is
automatically produced which results from the turning on of more
steam in the case of the locomotive engine. When running on the
level, the velocity of the train should be such that the magnetoelectric machine should make one-half to two-thirds as many
revolutions per minute as the dynamo-electric. When descending, the speed of the magneto-electric machine will be increased, in
consequence of the increased velocity of the train, until it exceeds
that of the dynamo-electric machine, from which moment the
functions of the two machines will be reversed; the machine on
the train will become a current generator, and pay back, as it were,
its spare power into store, performing at the same time the useful
action of a brake in checking further increase in the velocity of
the train. If two trains should be placed upon the same pair of
rails, the one moving upon an ascending portion, the other upon a
descending portion of the same, power will be transmitted through
the rails from the latter to the former, which may therefore be
considered as connected by means of an invisible rope.
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The effects obtained with dynamo-electric machines, under
varying circumstances of load and velocity have been very fully
investigated and brought forward .by Dr. Hopkinson, F.R.S., in two
papers read by him recently before' the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, so that it would be superfluous, for me to dwell upon
this portion of the subject on the present occasion. Suffice it to
say, that in transmitting the power of a stationary engine to a
running train, the proportion of power actually transmitted varies
with the resistance to, or speed of the train, reaching .practically a
maximum when the velocity of the machine on the train is about
equal to two-thirds that of the current-generating machine, at
which time more than fifty per cent, of the power of the stationary
engine is actually utilised.
This little railway has been in operation daily for several
months, affording great amusement to the visitors at the Exhibit
tion. The magneto-electric engine exerts. 5 horse-power, and it
travels at a velocity of 15 to 20 miles an hour. Crowded trains
left the station every five or ten minutes; and the pennies paid
for the privilege of a seat have produced a considerable sum for
the benefit of charitable institutions. Many who were not so
fortunate as to secure a seat on the train amused themselves by
touching the centre bar and one of the two rails after the train had
passed, when a succession of electric discharges was distinctly felt.
The success attending this toy railway has given rise to the
idea of useful applications upon a larger scale. An elevated
tramway to connect one end of the city of Berlin with the other
has been projected, but its execution has hitherto been delayed in
consequence of the objections raised by the inhabitants of the
streets through which the tramway was to pass. These objections
would not apply, however, in many cases; and I have little doubt
that before long we shall have electric tramways in connection
with our mines, and for the conveyance of passengers along the
roads between populous centres.
In passing through an adit or tunnel, the entire freedom of
smoke from the electro-motor is a matter of great importance; and
the administration of the St. Gothard Tunnel contemplate seriously
the app^cation of an. electro-motor for conveying trains through
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that gigantic tunnel. Circumstances are in this case highly
favourable to the employment of an electro-motor, because at
both ends of the tunnel turbines of enormous aggregate power are
actually established (having been employed in the operation of
boring the tunnel), and all that has to be done is to insulate one of
the rails, and to connect dynamo machines of sufficient power to
the turbines and to the train itself.'
Instead of the central bar, a copper or other conducting rope
may be used to convey the current' from the dynamo machine to
the train. This conducting rope would rest upon wooden or glass
supports, to be picked up by the train in order to pass over one or
more contact pulleys, and to be again deposited behind the train.
The central rail or copper conductor may, however, be entirely
dispensed with if the two rails laid upon wooden sleepers are connected the one with the positive and the other with the negative
pole of the dynamo machine. In this case care must be taken to
insulate the wheels on one side of the train from those on the other,
an object that can be attained by the adoption of wheels with
wooden centres, and the metallic tires of the wheels on the one
side must be put into metallic connection with the one pole, and
the other with the other pole of the machine or machines on the
train. Practice alone can determine which of these modes of
construction is the best, but each can be made efficacious, and the
preference will be due to economical or structural considerations.
The length of this paper has already exceeded, I fear, reasonable limits, or I might be tempted to enlarge upon the subject of
the electric transmission of power. Enough has been said, however, to illustrate some of the uses to which this new form of
energy may be rendered available for the purposes of man.
(At the close of the paper a dynamo machine was set to work,
and supplied motive power to a circular saw, which cut up several
pieces of timber from two to three inches square.)
The PEESIDENT : It was said a very long time ago that " Hope
deferred maketh the heart sick," but I am quite sure that our
deferred hope has not produced this effect. On the other hand our
hearts have been gladdened, and the warm applause with which

